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1 Introduction
Accurate road weather information is integral to the design, planning and execution
of effective road safety measures: maintenance, deicing, warning systems and situa-
tional speed limits. In general, accurate weather information plays a part in saving
both lives and on costs through smarter allocation of road safety resources.
In this work we discuss methods for accurate water and ice layer measurement in
road weather context, specifically studying the Vaisala mobile road weather sensor
prototype. Simply put: we want to measure from a moving car and determine
whether there is water or ice on the road, and how much. We identify and quantify
the main sources of uncertainty of the measurement. Lastly, we present and compare
different algorithms for approximating the amount of water and ice in relation to
the uncertainties discussed.
1.1 Mobile road sensor prototype MORSE
The prototype sensor studied is informally called MORSE, as in Mobile Road Sensor.
The device is presented in Figure 1. For brevity we will use this unofficial moniker
instead of referring to the sensor as the mobile road sensor prototype each time.
The Vaisala MORSE is a mobile remote road state sensor. It determines the
amount of water or ice on the road surface for winter maintenance and grip ap-
proximation purposes. It uses three-wavelength laser spectroscopy to measure the
absorption spectrum of the layer covering the road. The approximate thickness is
then derived from the absorption spectrum. This process requires a layer thick-
ness model: a function that describes the connection between spectral changes and
amount of water and ice. MORSE also features complementary measurements on
air temperature, humidity and road surface temperature for determining the most
likely layer thicknesses.
MORSE uses the same basic technology and modelling as Vaisala’s stationary
remote road state sensor DSC-211 [19], comparing the spectra of wet road surfaces
with a known dry spectrum, and calculating the layer thickness from their difference.
Accounting for the new challenges and possibilities of mobile measurement with new
iterations of the modelling algorithm is the main aim of this thesis.
1.2 More accurate mobile water and ice measurement
The focus of this thesis is to increase the measurement capability of the MORSE,
allowing more accurate layer thickness information in mobile measurement context.
There are two main applications for layer thickness information in the context of
road weather: winter maintenance and friction approximation.
In winter maintenance information on water and ice amounts is useful for spread-
ing salt and other deicing chemicals. Road salt is both expensive and harmful to the
environment. Information on the amount of water or ice on the road allows more
exact salt dispensing, leading to notable savings in road maintenance [12].
2Figure 1: The mobile road sensor prototype MORSE. The three adjacent lenses are
for the three lasers used and the larger one below them is for the receiver. On the
upper left side is the surface temperature sensor and on the right a humidity and
temperature probe.
There is also a clear consensus on the effect of rainfall on accidents: wet roads
cause crashes, largely due to the loss of friction from water on the road [17]. More ac-
curate friction approximation, achieved through more accurate water layer thickness
readings, would thus help prevent loss of life in these cases through either cautioning
the drivers or automatically lowering the speed limit accordingly. This could also
lead to the possibility of increasing the speed limits under good driving conditions.
A great need for both sensors such as the MORSE and general technical study
concerning the subject is evident, as the field is in rapid development, calling for
solutions to the issues hindering the adoption of vehicle-based weather measurements
[9].
1.3 Surface structure measurement
The "effective layer thickness" is different for both of the mentioned applications.
Water layer thickness can be defined in different ways. We conjecture that the
different definitions can be linked using general information on the road surface,
specifically height distribution. The praxis of this is however more challenging, as
3accounting for the surface structure necessitates somewhat accurate measurement
thereof.
Linking the different definitions together would allow us to provide useful in-
formation for separate applications. Surface structure information would also be
useful in its own right, providing valuable data for road maintenance. Thus study-
ing methods of characterising the height distribution is an important auxiliary goal
for general mobile measurement improvement.
42 Background
2.1 Principle of operation
The laser spectroscopy employed by the MORSE sensor relies on spectral changes
due to water and ice coverage in the short wave infrared (SW-IR) range. Water
and ice layers absorb distinct select wavelengths while allowing others pass through
unimpeded.
2.1.1 Allegorical explanation
A helpful allegory to laser spectroscopy layer thickness measurement is that of the
thickness of translucent coloured liquid, e.g. red wine in a glass. A thin layer of
red wine, observable in a glass almost empty, is quite translucent and only slightly
tinting. A layer of medium thickness is still somewhat transparent but highly tinting:
one can discern shapes and brighter and darker areas, but no colour other than red.
A thick layer is essentially opaque: all light regardless of colour is extinct, making
the centre of a full glass of wine dark. This effect is illustrated in Figure 2. Wine
absorbed into a porous surface, e.g. a tablecloth, will similarly alter the colour of
the surface.
Figure 2: As the layer of wine thickens, the tint first becomes increasingly red, then
dark.
A human observer can somewhat accurately approximate the thickness of wine
layers by these changes in tint and translucency. Similarly, the MORSE observes
colour changes on the surface, but in the short-wave infrared range, invisible to hu-
man eyes. In the SW-IR range water is translucent, like wine in visible wavelengths.
Darker, more tinted values hint to higher layer thicknesses, the principle remains
the same.
5The three wavelengths used by the sensor can be compared to the cone cells
of the human eye: the human eye can observe red, green, and blue, and deduce
the combination thereof from the relative brightness of each colour, coming to an
approximation of the thickness of the wine layer. Given another, blue liquid one
could easily differentiate between the two and even try to approximate the mix
ratio of the coloured liquids. Analogously, the three colours observed by MORSE
allow it to deduce the amount of water or ice.
2.1.2 Physical explanation
In this section we formulate a simple physical model for spectroscopy measurement.
This also functions as a simple physical explanation of the sensor measurement.
A beam of light travelling in a medium constantly loses intensity. A medium’s
ability to transfer light is called transmittance, and defined as the ratio between the
intensities sent and received, i.e.
T =
Ir
Is
, (1)
where Is is the original intensity, and Ir the intensity after passing through the
medium.
This process is described by the Beer-Lambert law: the absorption of light into
a medium is dependent on the path length and concentration of absorptive elements
in the medium. For transmittance T is holds that
T = e−Σ
N
i=1σi
∫ l
0 nˆi(z)dz, (2)
whereN is the number of different absorbent media, l is the path length of the optical
beam, and σi and nˆi are attenuation cross-section and number density, quantities
describing the absorption rate of a thin layer of the medium. Number density is
simply the number of molecules per volume, i.e. nˆ = N
V
. It is not to be confused
with the refractive index, which we will be discussing later. Attenuation cross-
section σ is the effective cross-section of one molecule, the area through which a
photon may not pass without being absorbed or scattered. Conversely any photons
passing a molecule outside its attenuation cross-section will not be affected by the
molecule. By multiplying number density and attenuation cross-section we arrive
at the average relative area covered by the absorbent molecules per volume. This
quantity is more commonly known as the attenuation coefficient.
The integral notation is useful for operating with multiple layers. Consider a
medium consisting of two absorbent layers, air and water, and a reflective surface,
the pavement. The beam of light travels through the absorptive layers, is reflected off
of the pavement, scattered, and partially travels back through the same absorptive
layers before being registered by the sensor. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.
The absorption-reflection process consists of three distinct phases: absorption
before reflection, the reflection itself, and the absorption after reflection. Assuming
that the two layers are homogeneous and separate,∫ l
0
nˆi(z)dz = linˆi, for i = 1, 2 (3)
6Figure 3: The sensor produces a laser beam, which is partially absorbed by the
medium, reflected off of the pavement, and then received by the sensor.
where l1 and l2 are the distances travelled by the beam in air and water, respectively.
Naturally then l = l1 + l2.
To sum up the three-step-process of transmittance, reflection and transmittance,
the intensity received by the sensor now follows
Ir = IsT1RT2, (4)
where Is is the original intensity of the beam, T1 is the sensor-to-road transmittance,
R is the diffuse reflection, and T2 is the road-to-sensor transmittance. Let’s assume
R to be constant for now. For this simplified model of transmittance T1 = T2, so we
arrive at
Ir = IsRT
2, (5)
By combining Equation (5) with the Beer-Lambert law from Equation (2), we arrive
at
Ir = IsRe
−2(σanˆala+σwnˆwlw), (6)
where the index a refers to air and w to water. Since la ≫ lw we assume it constant
in relation to lw with minimal error: there is no significant change in the absorption
of the air layer, even though it may be shortened by several millimetres. Now we
can regroup and combine all the values constant in relation to lw into a single term.
Ir = IsRe
−2σanˆala  
I0
e−2σwnˆwlw (7)
7For a dry surface with lw = 0,
Ir = IsRe
−2σanˆala = I0 (8)
We will refer to this original intensity with no water as I0. Furthermore, for now
it will be assumed to be a known constant: we will measure the dry reference before
measuring water layers. We likewise replace σwnw with extinction coefficient κ and
remove the now unnecessary indexing to arrive at a fairly simple formula describing
the measurement situation
I = I0e
−2lκ. (9)
We use the dry signal values I0 as a reference and are then able to approximate
optical path length l from relative received signal intensity, as the Equation (9) can
be solved as
l = − 1
2κ
ln(
I
I0
). (10)
To derive water layer thickness from beam path length, one needs still correct for
the measurement geometry and refraction of light. This is discussed in Section 2.2.4,
more specifically Equation (15). For a steady measurement angle this is however a
rather simple constant correction coefficient.
In relation to the previously discussed allegorical overview of the measurement,
uniform absorption and optical path length relate to the opacity of the sample: the
thicker the layer, the darker and more opaque it is.
2.1.3 Spectral dependence
While optical path length explains the opacity, spectral dependence represents the
tinting effect. The extinction coefficient κ is dependent on the medium material and
beam wavelength, i.e. κ = κ(m,λ). This is equivalent to different materials having
different colours in the visible spectrum. Spectrometry employs this dependency to
differentiate between different states of matter and their respective layer thicknesses.
Measurement of at least two different wavelengths is required in order to differ-
entiate water and ice from one another. In Figure 4 one can observe the extinction
coefficient spectra of liquid water and ice. Beer-Lambert law assumes that the dif-
ferent media act independently of one another, so applying the previous layer-wise
uniform version of Beer-Lambert for two lasers with different wavelengths and known
initial intensities and material specific extinction coefficients we would arrive at
{
I1 = I01e
−2l1κ(m1,λ1)e−2l2κ(m2,λ1)
I2 = I02e
−2l2κ(m2,λ2)e−2l1κ(m1,λ2).
(11)
Naturally li ≥ 0 for both materials. Given two equations with two unknowns,
one can solve this pair of equations to determine the optical path lengths l1 and
8Figure 4: Extinction spectra of water (blue) and ice (cyan) in the SW-IR-region,
data from Palmer and Williams [13], and Warren and Brandt [23], respectively.
l2 for both materials, similarly to the solved form in Equation (10). In theory, the
optical path length can be computed for both mediums and any mixture thereof.
In practice one faces several complications to this simple model. By selecting
wavelengths λ1 and λ2 with strong spectral differentiation between ice and water
we increase our signal-to-noise ratio, when considering our ability to measure the
respective thicknesses of the media. A higher extinction coefficient in turn increases
the magnitude of the measured effect. Thus e.g. λ1 =1400 nm and λ2 =1500 nm
could be from prima principia considered suitable choices of wavelengths for the
measurement. Both good differentiation and high absorption are required for the
robustness of the measurement in more challenging conditions.
2.2 Uncertainty and complications
There are several factors that limit the viability of the spectroscopy employed. Some
complications need to be taken into account and ultimately we are still left with
uncertainties we have to account for in a more heuristic manner. Many of these
complications hold for both the stationary and mobile measurement environments.
92.2.1 Intensity noise and spectral noise
We divide the measurement noise into intensity noise and spectral noise. The divi-
sion is artificial but useful, as we will see in later sections.
The intensity mostly varies discretely when in motion, as the sensor measures
different pavement types: it is first and foremost a consequence of the mobile mea-
surement setup. When stationary the noise is negligible for all but layers closer to
10mm in thickness.
Here we define intensity error or intensity noise as considered uniform decrease
or increase in (the average of) signal levels Ii. For the mobile measurement it is
caused especially by varying pavement qualities, and the effect is quite large. It can
be modelled with uniform scalar multiplication of the signal levels Ii.
Spectral error, by contrast, is then the opposite of uniform intensity error: the
average intensity stays the same, but the signal values are altered in relation to
one another. Spectral error is introduced by the changing pavement colour and by
pavement structure.
Using α for the uniform intensity error and γi for the spectral error, we arrive at
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
I1 = αγ1I01e
−2l1κ(m1,λ1)e−2l2κ(m2,λ1)
I2 = αγ2I02e
−2l2κ(m2,λ2)e−2l1κ(m1,λ2)
γ1 + γ2
2
= 1.
(12)
In the later equations describing the physics of the model we will forego these
error terms, as they complicate the system of equations.
As an outline, intensity errors are much more common and prevalent. Even
quadrupled changes in signal levels have been observed in measurement situations
due to different contaminants and changing measurement surfaces. Spectral errors
are rarer and smaller in magnitude, but require more understanding and better
heuristics to account for.
2.2.2 Contaminants and a third laser
The water layer atop of the road often contains different contaminants, such as dust
particles and decayed foliage. They may cause a rise in signal levels due to increased
reflection or decrease due to absorption. Similarly airborne dust could theoretically
interfere with the measurement, scattering the light in unwanted ways.
The MORSE sensor features a third laser with a wavelength roughly equally
absorbent in both water and ice, e.g. λ3 =1050 nm as one can observe in Figure
4. This results in four equations with three unknown path lengths li, adding an
additional equation, thus giving leeway for managing uncertainty.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
I1 = I01e
−2l1κ(m1,λ1)e−2l2κ(m2,λ1)
I2 = I02e
−2l2κ(m2,λ2)e−2l1κ(m1,λ2)
I3 = I03e
−2l3κ(m,λ3)
l3 = l2 + l1
(13)
Apparently original design intent was to include the third laser to account for
the uniform intensity error caused by the different contaminants inside the water
layer, but his third wavelength can be useful in a multitude of ways. This additional
information sets us free from the dependence on absolute signal values Ii and to
study the relative values Ii
I3
as a simple first solution to intensity error. This method
would ignore e.g. dust that affects all three wavelengths roughly equally. Since
the wavelengths have been chosen for strong differentiation of water and ice, most
contaminants feature relatively little spectrum, so this simple method can mitigate
their effect to a great length.
2.2.3 Wetting induced reflectance decrease
Porous materials turn darker when wet, and pavement surface is no exception to this,
as we see in Figure 5. This phenomenon is caused by decreased reflectance on the
water-to-matter surface and it is a phenomenon separate from the absorption of the
medium. See [7] for a thorough discussion on this subject: there are other phenom-
ena affecting the darkness in addition to the one discussed here. The phenomenon
is useful for differentiating between dry and moist road surfaces when studying the
absolute signal values, but ultimately troublesome for our measurement.
In its simplest form reflectance decrease due to wetting is described by the Fresnel
equations. Since we are only interested in light reflected back to the sensor, we may
assume normal incidence on the micro-level. This allows us to use the simplified
form of the Fresnel equation, stating the reflectance R as
R =
⏐⏐⏐⏐n1 − n2n1 + n2
⏐⏐⏐⏐2 . (14)
From the Equation (14) one can observe that the closer the two surfaces are in
refractive index, the lower a reflectance we should expect. By plugging in n2 = 1.65
for pavement [8] and alternative n1’s of 1 and 1.3 for air and water respectively, we
arrive at a theoretical relative signal level decrease of approximately 75% between
dry and wet bitumen. In laboratory tests we observed typically a 65% decrease in
signal levels before the absorption becomes the dominant effect, so the observations
are in rough agreement with the theoretical values. These however depend strongly
on the surface observed: for less bituminous, older pavements with lower refractive
indices we would expect higher relative signal level decreases according to this theory,
due to lower refractive indices.
Wetting causes a considerable change in reflectance R and while dry intensities
I0 as presented in Equation (7) and presumed constant. Thus a separate variable for
11
Figure 5: Example of wetting: piece of pavement half wet.
wetting should be introduced. The differences in the refractive spectrum of water
(opposed to the absorptive) are relatively small, but still large enough to occasionally
produce gross measurement error together with other error sources. However, we
will consider the effect as uniform intensity error for simplicity.
The spectral effect is mitigated by the absorptive index: in general in the SW-IR
area, higher wavelengths correspond to slightly lower refractive indices [3] and to
higher general absorption, as previously visible in Figure 4. This is both a blessing
and a curse: while it makes the quantification of the wetting effect hard, it also
mitigates the spectral error induced by ignoring it.
2.2.4 Angular dependency
To our knowledge, there are three angle dependent phenomena that affect our mea-
surement: refracted geometrical pencil length, polarised reflection effects, and direct
reflection from the water surface.
Direct reflection is a considerable effect only at very acute incident angles, and
thus easily avoided. At those acute angles the reflection from the water surface would
dominate the observed signal, making accurate absorption measurement impossible.
That is why we opt to measure at less acute incident angles, even though we will
12
have to account for the more complex geometry.
Figure 6: Illustration of the measurement refraction geometry. The laser beam
projected (magenta) by the MORSE at angle of incidence θ is refracted by the
water, then partially reflected back (cyan) by the pavement surface. Most of the
signal is lost at the water-pavement interface due to absorption and diffuse reflection.
Further losses are induced at air-water and water-air interfaces by reflections. All
of these effects are dependent on the measurement angle. The effect of refraction is
exaggerated for clarity.
The angle at which the pencil of light enters the water naturally affects the
distance it travels therein. At more obtuse incident angles the distance travelled is
longer, simply due to the reflection geometry. The distance is further affected by
the refraction of light. This phenomenon directly changes the observed depth, as
the depth is indeed greater in the direction specified. By combining Snell’s law and
basic trigonometry we arrive at a correction coefficient of
xα =
√
1−
(
n1
n2
sinα
)2
, (15)
where n1 and n2 are refractive indices for air and water, respectively. In relation
to Figure 6, Dw = xαx, or more importantly Dw = xαlw: This formula allows us
to compute the difference between the length of the beam path in water lw and the
vertical depth of the water layer Dw.
As discussed earlier, there are small differences in the refractive spectra of the
SW-IR-wavelengths used in our measurement. They would thus have slightly dif-
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ferent refractive indices, adding a small spectral element to this effect. This effect
is however once again shadowed by the absorption differences.
The reflective effects follow the Fresnel equations discussed earlier. There are two
reflections quantifiably affected by measurement angle: air-to-water-surface reflec-
tion and the water-to-air-surface reflection. The refractive spectrum of water induces
a small spectral error effect, but the effect affects average intensity the most. The
angle-dependent Fresnel equation for reflection in 1-to-2 surface for s-polarised light
is often stated as
R12 =
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
n1 cos θ − n2
√
1−
(
n1
n2
sin θ
)2
n1 cos θ + n2
√
1−
(
n1
n2
sin θ
)2
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
2
. (16)
Since light reflected is in essence lost to our sensor, we can assume the two
reflections are independent of one another. Assuming the light travels along the
same path both ways delightfully bars the possibility of total internal reflection, as
any refracted beam of light will travel at an angle more incident than that of the
total internal reflection. We will also assume the reflection from pavement is roughly
constant. Due to the peculiar symmetry of the situation, the two-phase reflective
process simplifies to
IR(θ) = I0(1−R12(θ))(1−R21(θ)) = I0(1−R12(θ))2. (17)
While there is no one correct measurement angle, the MORSE is always in-
stalled in a 30◦angle for simplicity. In addition to deepening our understanding
on the general subject, these equations can be used for corrections to equate the
measurements of different measurement angles, and to ascertain sensitivity to the
measurement angle.
2.2.5 Pavement quality variation
In mobile measurement the pavement surface observed is constantly changing. This
poses a fundamental challenge to spectroscopic measurement: how to determine
the absorption spectrum without reference values for no layer? The dry intensity
I0, previously constant, becomes an unknown variable. Since different pavement
surfaces have different spectral properties, the change in I0 is different for each
studied intensity Ii. We will note these as I0i. This introduces ample intensity and
some spectral error. The difference of colours can be intuited from Figure 7. This
adds three unknowns when one recalls Equation (13). Different samples of pavement
are of different colour, both inside and outside of the SW-IR-spectrum.
The reason for the fundamentality of the issue is simple: the MORSE sensor is
fashioned after the Vaisala DSC-111, a sensor designed for stationary layer thickness
measurement [19]. The sensor was never expected to be able to measure reliably on
constantly changing surfaces.
However, even stationary measurement struggles with different pavement sur-
face structures. Differences in pavement colour can be easily accounted for in the
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stationary measurement, but structural differences in the pavement surface texture
can not. The problem of surface structure is embedded in the definitions of depth,
which is more closely discussed in Section 2.3.
Figure 7: Images of close-up pavement surface with same white balance and to
relative scale. The size and colouring of asperities varies from sample to sample.
Peculiarly this is a problem that may be solvable in the mobile measurement,
whereas it is not with the stationary sensor. The shorter measurement distance used
facilitates rough estimation of relative measurement distance, which could lead to
approximation of surface structure. This possibility is discussed in Section 4.6.
Together with the colour variation the structural variation poses a daunting
challenge. The previously simple group of Equation (13) is complicated with the
changing coloration I0i and unknown pavement height at each lateral location −→x ,
i.e. hp(−→x ), creating an unknown height distribution. Finding reliable ways to
approximate layer thicknesses from this under-defined group of equations is the
meat of this thesis.
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2.3 Defining depth
Surface of the asphalt pavement has a tricky, fractal-like structure [14]. The concept
of depth on such a surface is ambiguous, and sadly many of the studies on this field
forgo explicit definition of layer thickness [1]. In practice each measurement method
for water amount is another definition for layer thickness, as different methods cap-
ture different aspects of the phenomenon, and conversion between them is hard if
possible at all. All referenced definitions are illustrated in Figure 9.
Let −→x be the lateral location on the pavement surface. Then the two key quan-
tities in our definitions are the vertical location (height) of the pavement hp(−→x )
and the vertical location of the water-to-air surface hw(−→x ). These quantities are
illustrated in Figure 8. It is notable that these qualities only exist in relation to
one another: their absolute values are uninteresting and ill-defined, whereas their
difference is the local water depth. Occasionally for simplicity we will treat hw(−→x )
as a constant, representing a level water surface.
Figure 8: Example of hw(−→x ), hp(−→x ) the vertical locations of the surfaces of water
and pavement respectively, their difference, the local depth of water Dw(x) and the
average asperity height ha, which notably is not a function of x. The illustration
uses one-dimensional x for clarity.
In 1983, Veith introduced two definitions for different interpretations of water
depth relation to surface texture: "above asperity" and centre-line-mean depths.
They are perhaps the most widely used formal definitions for water layer thickness
[20].
Above asperity depth Dw(aa) was originally defined as the difference between the
water surface and "local average asperity height". Average asperity height was de-
fined using a non-standard measurement device, used by Veith in his study. Dw(aa)
was the original notation used by Veith, with which we will comply. The notation
also holds perhaps unintended wisdom: the water depth is not a function of the
pavement or the water amount, but a function of the measurement technique.
The exact measures and functioning of the device were not described in the works
cited, or other available sources. We can still conclude the rough method used. The
device is described as having densely packed circular measurement sticks, perhaps
similar to that of a depth micrometer. These sticks were arranged into a circle.
Each stick was lowered until contact with the pavement surface and the average
location of these measurement sticks relative to the water surface was used as the
depth measurement.
Simplifying this a bit, assuming a square measurement area with side length L
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and uniform square measurement sticks with side length G, the above asperity depth
is defined as
Dw(aa) = hw −
∑N
i=1
∑N
i=j max(hp(
−→x )|−→x ∈ Gij)
N
, (18)
where −→x is the lateral location, hw is the vertical location of the water surface
(assumed uniform over −→x ), and hp(−→x ) is the vertical location of the pavement
surface. N =
⌊
L
G
⌋
is the count of squares on each side of the grid. Gij is the ith and
jth square of the measurement area divided into a grid, or
Gij :=
−→x |x1 ∈ [(i− 1)G, jG] ∧ x2 ∈ [(j − 1)G, jG]. (19)
Centre-line-mean depth Dw(cla), loosely described as total water depth, is gen-
erally defined through the volume of the water covering a given area [20]. The water
is extracted from a controlled surface area using an absorbent medium with a known
weight, then weighed to arrive at an approximation of the mass of the water, from
which the volume and then depth are approximated. We use this method to define
the total water amount on a test plate using a precision weight scale, thus defining
the centre-line-mean depth as follows:
Dw(cla) =
mw/ρw
Aˆ
(20)
Where mw is the measured total mass of water, ρ is the density of water, and Aˆ is
the area of the test plate. The centre-line-average has been somewhat universally
accepted as the ubiquitous definition of average water depth on road surfaces, likely
due to its apparent unambiguity. An alternative definition in the same terms as
Dw(aa) uses would be
Dw(cla) =
∫ ∫
Aˆ
hw(
−→x )− hp(−→x )d−→x
Aˆ
, (21)
where A is the measurement area and ||A||= Aˆ. This definition will be referred
to later, as it is useful for the closed form analysis of the optical properties of the
surface though the measurement method used varies.
A third, practically motivated definition was used by Cerezo et al [1]. Their
initial equivalent depth, Dw(ie) was defined similarly to Veith’s Dw(cla), but rather
than extracting the water via an absorbent cloth they measured the volume applied
on a controlled surface area. It should be obvious Dw(cla) < Dw(ie), as the water
contained in cracks and the general microtexture of the pavement is not absorbed in
the extraction process: an asphalt surface will remain moist even after being dried
with a towel.
Finally, we note that the MORSE sensor fundamentally measures local effective
optical depth, Dw(eo), due to its reliance on light absorption in the medium. The
effective optical depth can in theory be calculated from the extinction equations
as an exponentially weighed average depth that sits between that of Dw(aa) and
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Figure 9: Illustration of the different definitions for water depth on road surface,
assuming uniform square wave surface.
Dw(cla). We achieve this through application of Equations (9) and (10), on each
individual point −→x and then their average, respectively.
Dw(eo) = − 1
2κ
ln
(∫ A
e−2κ(hw(
−→x )−hp(−→x ))d−→x
||A||
)
, (22)
where κ is the extinction coefficient for water. The extinction process is covered in
detail in Section 2.1.2. Areas with lower layer thicknesses dominate the signal due
to exponential light absorption, so the average depth is skewed towards the Dw(aa).
It should be noted that for non-trivial surface structure the depth is dependent on
κ: the effective optical water depth is different for even the three wavelengths used.
Do note that Equation (22) is not used in any of our computation, but is rather
presented for comparison and better understanding. Actually using this definition
would require good information on the pavement height distribution.
Even assuming the water surface to be flat, i.e. hw(−→x ) a constant, the definitions
are related to one another in a complex way. Most importantly, the sameDw(cla) can
correspond to multiple differentDw(eo), dependent on the surface geometry (or more
specifically, height distribution) hp(−→x ): the measurement results are ambiguous in
relation to the other definitions of depth.
When measuring, we know only the effective optical depth Dw(eo), but not hw
or hp. Without some knowledge of the height distribution of the pavement, we
are unable to link our definitions to one another. This is known to cause notable
±50% errors to thickness estimates in extreme cases, those of slick surfaces with
little changes in hp, and those of highly textured surfaces with very high differences
in hp.
The issue of defining depth is ambiguous, and definitions through measurement
are the only practical solution: What good is a definition that can’t be measured
or quantified? In our opinion, the effective optical depth is a valid definition in
its own right, but for validation and comparability it should be linked to the other
definitions.
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2.3.1 Different definitions in action
In his pioneering work in 1980’s Veith established a connection between water lay-
ers and friction. Veith’s aim was to determine sufficient ’worst case conditions’ for
practical friction testing: how thick a water layer should be considered represen-
tative of the worst road conditions e.g. a tire manufacturer should test for. Thus
Veith paid little attention to thinner layers, considering thicknesses below 0.3 mm
"unreasonable" [20].
Veith posited an exponential connection between friction and layer thickness,
previously confirmed by many on his contemporaries, and later by Kulakowski and
Hardwood in the 1990’s. Their aim was to determine a so called critical water depth,
at which, according to their definition, 75% of original friction had been lost. They
had specific interest in thin water layers, but were limited in their measurement
methods: they used their own version of above asperity depth Dw(aa). As Veith
already pointed out, Dw(aa) is systematically lower than other definitions of water
depth. Layers studied by Kulakowski and Hardwood were as thin as 0.05 mm in the
Dw(aa) sense, and they too arrived at a exponential function describing the loss of
friction due to water layers [6].
In their work "Effect of thin water layer on tire/road friction" V. Cerezo et al.
describe the connection between thin water layers and friction. The layers they study
are thinner than ones studied in road context previously by Veith or Kulakowski and
Hardwood. By introducing a third definition for water layer thickness, Initial equiv-
alent depth Dw(ie), they capture behaviour novel previously unrecognised though
hinted to by Veith: very thin water layers have no effect on the friction. Previous
studies concentrated mostly on thicker layers of water, ignoring the behaviour at low
thicknesses. They recognise three distinct phases of road-tire-lubrication, in accor-
dance with tribology, the study of friction and lubrication: Dry contact, boundary
lubrication, mixed lubrication and full hydrodynamic lubrication, corresponding to
dry fiction, viscoplaning and hydroplaning in the road context [1].
By combining the three works discussed one can conclude that the difference
in reported friction behaviour is caused by the careless use of thickness definitions.
If we compare the three results and account for the differences between the three
definitions for layer thickness, the measurements and models of the three studies
across decades conform quite well. The differences between each definition were
confirmed by laboratory measurements for different surfaces.
2.4 Asperities
Asphalt concrete is a mixture of bituminous binder and mineral aggregate, i.e.
crushed stone particles, often mixed in size. The binder surface wears in use, re-
vealing the more resilient aggregate surface. A popular simplification is to consider
the binder agent flat surface containing coarse aggregate particles. The distribution,
shape, and size of the particles define the macrotexture of the road surface, while
their finer structure defines the microtexture.
This simplification can make the previously complex hw(−→x ) more manageable.
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By assuming the pavement to consist of a flat surface with evenly sized asperities,
hw(
−→x ) can be supplanted with ha, the (average) asperity height. This simplifies the
computation of the height distribution considerably, and is used in later sections.
In Figures 10 and 11 one can observe examples of road surface macro-texture.
The piece in Figure 11 shows large aggregate pieces encased in the bituminous binder.
The piece is from between the lanes on the Finnish national road 50. These stones
will later reveal themselves once the smaller surface stones have been dislocated.
One can also observe the rough self-similarity of the pavement surface. This fractal
nature of pavement surfaces can be useful for approximating the profile of pavement
surfaces [14].
Figure 10: Asphalt surface profile closeup, imaged via photogrammetry, scaled 1:10
Figure 11: Picture of old road pavement cross-section from Finnish national road
50, to scale. Note the differing aggregate size and the bitumen binder. This is not
the same piece of pavement as in Figure 10. Top of the picture is the road surface.
Pavement profiles are traditionally roughly categorised by two features: rough-
ness and harshness. Rough surfaces have high macrostructure variation, defined
generally as changes with wavelength of 0.5mm and up. Surfaces with low rough-
ness are called smooth. Correspondingly harsh surfaces vary greatly below the
wavelength of 0.5mm and are opposite to polished surfaces [11]. This terminology
goes back to 1980’s and accurately captures both the dependency of speed and water
layer effects on friction [20]. Harshness or high micro-structure is the main factor
determining friction, while roughness mitigates the friction loss caused by both high
speeds and water layers. These definitions are illustrated in Figure 12.
Roughness information should be sufficient for determining the relation between
effective optical depth Dw(eo) and other definitions, as the micro-structure generally
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features lower height changes, limiting the voluminous definition error. However
information on the micro-structure would be valuable due to its pivotal role in
friction approximation.
Figure 12: Different types of pavement according to the roughness-harshness-
dichotomy.
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3 Materials and methods
Reliable reference measurements are required for determining the performance of a
thickness model. This further requires a method for accurately manipulating and
measuring water and ice layer thicknesses, which are then measured by the studied
sensor. These reference measurements form the backbone of this research. In this
section we go over the methods used for accurate manipulation and measurement of
the reference layer thicknesses.
Most of the reference measurement setup is visible in Figure 13: the setup is
rather simple, but surprisingly effective. The pavement samples are used as simu-
lations of road surface, and the micrometer and the precision weight scale are used
to determine the thickness of the water layer on them. The freezing plate occupies
the background of the picture and it is used for freezing the water for ice layer
measurement.
Figure 13: Key pieces of the test setup: pavement samples, precision scale, depth
micrometer, all on the custom freezer plate. MORSE not in the picture.
3.1 Pavement samples
Previous research has struggled with procuring representative pavement samples for
laboratory measurements. For an example in [1] Cerezo used samples constructed
from small stones in a laboratory, lacking in the usual wear of pavement and bitu-
men. Alternative solutions include a specialized "pavement wear machine" called
the Wehner/Schulze (W/S) machine that simulates the effect of traffic [18]. Cutting
samples from actual road surface in use is preferable, but necessitates special equip-
ment and the stopping of traffic, in addition to creating the problem of the hole in
the road. Most of the samples in our study were collected from roads being due
for new pavement: before a new asphalt surface is laid, the old surface is milled to
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roughen it up, creating a stronger bond between the layers. Combining the collec-
tion of the samples with the pavement laying work-sites solves most of the problems
of collection, but limits the collection to rather old and worn pavements.
The thick pieces of pavement are next horizontally cut into thinner slices. This
both makes the pieces easier to handle and increases heat transfer through the piece,
which is integral for the measurement of ice. Due to the choice of the freezer plate in
this study, the heat conductivity of the samples was essential to allow any freezing to
take place. The choice of the freezer plate over a climactic chamber was motivated
by cost and convenience. To ensure heat conductivity, a layer of lead is moulted on
to the bottom of the piece. This both increases the contact surface with the freezer
plate and water-proofs the bottom of the piece, though the process itself is quite
laborious. The test pieces used in this study are visible in Figure 15. One can also
see the progression in test piece design progressing in the same Figure.
Aside from the bottom the test piece is moulded with two-component plastic
sealant on all sides. Once hardened, the plastic is both lightweight, durable and
rigid, which is important since both the thin layer of pavement and the leaden
bottom are flexible and fragile. The moulded plastic provides some much needed
structural integrity to the piece. The piece is finished with poly-urethane walls to
keep water from flowing away. The structure is visible in Figure 14. The test pieces
constructed in this way are representative and easy to handle, being lightweight and
durable.
Figure 14: Structure of a finished pavement sample
1. Thin-cut piece of pavement
2. Leaden, water-proof, heat-conducting bottom
3. Moulded plastic walls to ensure structural integrity
4. Pool walls to prevent water from escaping
We also use roofing felt as an alternative material for test pieces. The roofing felt
surface is roughly similar to asphalt concrete in surface structure, as both feature
stone aggregate bound together with bitumen though they differ largely in particle
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Figure 15: Test pieces used in this study, to relative scale. The evolution of the test
piece concept progresses from up to down.
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size and internal structure. Thus we can only consider roofing felt an approximation
of an actual road surface. It provides fewer technical challenges, so it is deemed valu-
able in use nonetheless. Unlike asphalt concrete roofing felt is lightweight, readily
water-proof, flat and smoother, thinner and operable with regular scissors.
3.2 Controlling and measuring water layers
Of the phenomena covered, water layers on the road surface, are the most prevalent
and easiest to study. Rough manipulation of water layer thickness is possible with
just a syringe, adding and removing water as needed. More exact manipulation
calls for equally more exact methods. We aim for a precision of 10 µm matching the
resolution of the DSC-111 Remote Road Sensor [19], in the range from 0 to 10 mm.
Instead of manually manipulating the layer thickness by adding and removing
water, we allow the water to evaporate, thus passively manipulating the layer thick-
ness. This way we can scan all layer thicknesses thinner than the starting thickness.
Passive manipulation translates the original problem of controlling layer thick-
nesses to measuring them. To this end, we employ two measurement tools: depth
micrometer and precision scale.
Figure 16: Elements of test setup:
1. Depth micrometer
2. Measurement plate
3. Water-resistant boundary
4. Stable rack
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The depth micrometer is used to measure the location of the water surface rela-
tive to a stable measurement rack, see Figure 16. The tip of the depth micrometer
is then lowered until it makes visible contact with the water surface: the contact
is evident from the following surface tension reaction, presented in Figure 17. This
offers us a reproducible measurement of the surface location, or ∆Dw(aa), as per
Section 2.3. By fitting a linear equation to the micrometer measurement points
we eliminate random micrometer measurement error and arrive at a very precise
estimate of the relative water surface location.
Figure 17: The visual effect of the surface tension used to identify contact with
water surface.
The micrometer measurement method is however prone to bias-type error when
determining the layer thickness: it is unclear when exactly the surface tension occurs.
Once the linear fitting has removed any noise, we are still left with any bias present.
When the water surface is on average below the asperity height, it can no longer be
accurately traced with the micrometer.
The average water depth, effectively Dw(ie) in this case, is measured using a
high precision weight scale. The scale provides more frequent measurement than the
micrometer and does not disturb the sensor. The precision scale can also accurately
measure very thin layers, assuming the surface is generally even. It is however less
flexible in its use, and strongly affected by general unevenness of the surface studied.
Surprisingly no prior road surface water layer related research using evaporation
as a thickness manipulation method was found, while micrometer and precision scale
have been used from the very beginning of road surface layer measurements.
3.2.1 Linearity of water evaporation
We use a fan to accelerate the evaporation. The air flow velocity of 4 meters per
second we can produce with a consumer grade table fan increases the evaporation
rate approximately ten-fold compared to ambient air flow, both according to prior
research and our experiments.[4] This increase in evaporation rate out-weights any
caused by changes in ambient air flow caused by changes in the air conditioning and
general level of human activity around the measurement area.
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The benefits of the accelerated evaporation are two-fold: assuming air temper-
ature and humidity stay roughly constant throughout the measurement, the evap-
oration rate is also constant in our setup. This has been confirmed with both
micrometer and precision scale measurements. Accelerated evaporation also makes
the measurement considerably faster, both saving time on experimentation and fur-
ther lessening the effect of other environmental factors, such as the temperature and
humidity drift throughout the day.
According to our measurements, the water evaporation rate is very linear until
the end of the process: once the asphalt surface is revealed from under the water,
added evaporation surface area and other factors may change the evaporation rate.
The assumption of linear evaporation still holds for most of the measurement and
is a useful tool for averaging and interpolating reference values.
3.3 Controlling ice
Ice layer manipulation is executed similarly to that of water layers. The measure-
ment plate is cooled down with a custom-made refrigeration unit, then covered with
water.
The water is allowed to freeze into ice and then melted with a heat blower. Once
the ice is completely melted the remaining water is allowed to refreeze. By adjusting
the heat and fan power, water can be either evaporated off or condensated onto the
measurement plate, allowing for both increasing and decreasing ice levels. The fan
and heater are controlled with a time switch, which turns the power on and off at
suitable intervals.
An important benefit of the melting cycle is the clarity of the ice: if left to room
temperature air, water will condensate onto the ice surface, forming white, opaque
frost. In our method the ice is very clear once formed, and once again when the
heater starts and melts the frost momentarily. This both allows us to reproduce
similar ice surfaces of different thickness, and to compare the responses of different
types of ice surfaces to known water thicknesses, if the ice layer is fully melted during
the melting phase.
Unlike the water measurement, this cyclical melting and refreezing of ice does
not produce continuous results, but it functions quite well as a passive measurement,
requiring no user input: the sensor and the fans can be left to themselves, producing
several thicknesses over the span of hours.
By measuring the water layer thickness when water is liquid, one can achieve
results identical to those for water, accounting for expansion during freezing. The
test can also function as its own reference: by measuring the amount of water once
liquid we arrive at a reasonably reliable reference: the amount of the water should
not depend on the phase, barring expansion on freezing. This is useful due to the
poor performance of both the precision scale and the micrometer for ice. The scale
can’t differentiate between frost and dew condensed from the air onto the sample
walls and the actual ice surface measured, and thus generally performs poorly with
ice samples. The micrometer tends to melt the ice. This both makes confirmation
of contact ambiguous and disturbs the surface measured.
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For our references in this study we will be using the sameness requirement,
as it is trivial to implement and is ultimately quite a strict requirement for the
measurements.
3.3.1 Water measurement as absolute reference for ice measurement
As an alternative to measuring the water layer thickness between freezing events or
simply measuring the sameness of the water surface, the water measurement may
be conducted prior to ice measurement, and then used as the reference for correct
amount of ice.
For most testing it suffices to require the sameness of water and ice amounts:
should the sensor measure correctly, the two quantities should be the same. When
an absolute reference is required, it can be derived from the water measurement
as well though backwards computation from the water performance, i.e. correcting
the water measurement with an ad hoc -function for the measurement setup in
question. The errors in water measurement are reliably systematic, should the test
setup, location and distance of the sample, remain constant. With the ad hoc -
function the equivalents for absolute thicknesses measured with the reliable reference
measurements can be derived from the sensor’s own water measurement.
This method is useful when absolute information on the ice performance is re-
quired.
3.4 Measurement cycle
We will go over the measurement cycle roughly to explain the capabilities and limi-
tations created by the spatio-temporal resolution. One complete measurement cycle
lasts roughly 25ms. Assuming the measurement device is moving at the speed of
60 km/h, one such cycle would thus average the length of approximately 40 cm. The
laser signals are modulated at a rate of 1 kHz to 2 kHz. The sample rate of the in-
tegrating intensity meter is 10 kHz, corresponding to an averaged length of 0.15 cm.
Lastly the diameter of the area illuminated by each of the measurement lasers is
2.5 cm. All of these quantities naturally depend on the measurement distance.
Figure 18: Trace of partial measurement cycle for a single laser, to scale assuming
speed of 60 kmh−1. Each individual area averaged by the integrating intensity meter
and illuminated by the laser cone is marked with a partially transparent circle. The
dark dashed line is the path of the centre of the cone of the laser.
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The trace of this measurement cycle is presented in Figure 18. It demonstrates
above all the scope of deconvolution required to discern between smaller features
of the pavement: while the spatio-temporal resolution of the integrating intensity
meter is in theory sufficient for macro-structure analysis, the large overlap of the
laser cones causes the relative change between samples to be quite small.
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4 Modelling
In modelling we arrive at a threefold problem. Firstly we must define a reliable
thickness reference for the measurements. Since thickness is somewhat ill-defined
by nature this is not a trivial task. Secondly, we must define performance: what
would we expect of a good model? Thirdly and lastly, we test our models against
the given references and performance metrics, while trying to guarantee that the
models can be generalised: they should not only perform well on our ultimately
limited laboratory measurements, but in a wide variety of measurement situations.
4.1 Deriving reliable reference from measurements
We have three main ways of measuring water layer thickness: The MORSE sensor
itself, depth micrometer measurements and precision scale. All of these are limited
and flawed in their own ways. Combining these three methods into one reliable
reference thickness is the first task in analysing and improving our algorithms.
The micrometer measurement is arduous and only measures the location of the
water surface: once the surface is no longer even, i.e. the highest asperities of
the pavement pierce the surface, the measurement becomes rather unreliable, as the
location of the measurement changes the result. In other words, the micrometre can’t
measure very thin layers. In addition, the location information is not absolute but
relative to the stationary stable rack, as the height of the "bottom", and thus water
depth, depends on the exact measurement location. The micrometer is however the
only direct measurement of water amount: one millimetre change in surface location
is definitely a one millimetre change in layer thickness.
The precision scale provides continuous measurement with little user intervention
required. It thus captures well any non-linear drying behaviour. It is however an
indirect measurement of the water thickness: the conversion factor between grams
and millimetres has to be defined for each test piece. Furthermore, once the surface
is almost dry, leftover water is often packed in the crevices and corners of the test
piece. In this situation, the definitions on water depth disagree, as the scale can still
report some residue water, while all other definitions agree on dry.
Finally, the MORSE can hardly be used as a reference for its own water mea-
surement, for obvious reasons of circularity. It is however very reliable at deducing
when the surface is dry: when the optical signals of the pavement match those of
dry pavement, the surface is unarguably dry. Due to the darkening effect mentioned
in Section 2.2.3 this is also easily confirmed with visually, as the difference in tone
between a moist and a dry surface is stark.
As a shrewd reader could deduce from this introduction, the three measurements
complement one another, mitigating the shortcomings of one another. The direct
measurement with the micrometer can be used to provide the conversion factor from
grams to millimetres for the precision scale, the scale produces a continuous water
measurement and the MORSE can be used to define when the surface is dried. In
other words, the micrometer results are used to scale the scale results, and then
the MORSE results set the correct x-intercept. The scale provides the continuity of
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measurement data and captures any potential non-linearities.
4.2 Reference definition
For the purposes of this work, the laboratory measurements are treated as the correct
results, and the models are judged on their ability to recreate the layer thicknesses.
This may lead to impossible requirements for the model: the exact same signal
values may be attained with different combinations of layer thicknesses. This sets
an upper bound for model performance.
4.2.1 Lenient specification trapezoidal error
For defining goodness of fit, a measure for the agreement of model results and
reference layers is required. This measure tells us how far off the model is from the
truth.
For an example, the mean square error (MSE) is a traditional choice for mea-
suring error. In MSE the overall error is the mean of the squared errors between
the estimated values (e.g. reference water layer thickness) and the estimations (the
results of a thickness model). Thus this error function disproportionately punishes
large errors. Considering an estimator Yˆ for the reference values Y , we would define
the mean squared error as
MSE(Yˆ ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(Yi − Yˆi)2. (23)
This equation is however only included for comparison. Using the absolute mean
square error would produce rather strange results, so we will set our own require-
ments for the error function used.
We wish to add leniency corresponding to the accuracy specification of the sensor:
absolute 0.1mm under the depth of 1mm, and 10% relative error above [19]. For
simplicity we will use absolute tolerance of 0.05mm and relative tolerance of 5%
everywhere rather than the piece-wise defined error discussed. The reasoning for this
is two-fold: it is better to contain all results within the accuracy specification than
to have some of them very close to the reference. Since the accuracy specification
for the application is quite lenient this actually plays a significant role. This also
allows for some potential measurement error in the reference measurements.
Secondly, we study relative error, similarly due to application needs: more ac-
curate measurements are required in the lower thicknesses. Lastly, we measure
trapezoidal average error due to the differing density of the measurement data. Due
to the evaporation measurement method, Yi is monotonous in relation to i for each
measurement series. Thus we can safely construct trapezoids of the values Yˆi. The
area of the combination of the trapezoids is neutral to measurement point density,
i.e. denser series are not weighed more as in MSE.
The error function we use is defined thus as
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(24)
E(Yˆ ) =
n∑
i=2
max
⎧⎨⎩0,
⎛⎝max
{⏐⏐⏐Yi − Yˆi⏐⏐⏐− 0.05, 0}
Yi + 0.01
+
max
{⏐⏐⏐Yi−1 − Yˆi−1⏐⏐⏐− 0.05, 0}
Yi−1 + 0.01
⎞⎠ |Yi − Yi−1|
2
− 0.05
⎫⎬⎭ .
Here Yˆ could be, for an example, the water layer thickness reported by the model,
while Y would then be the reference thickness. The same equation is used for
determining error in ice layer thickness, and the final result is the sum of the two.
4.3 Baseline algorithm
The prototype model at the time of writing is a polynomial fraction equation, in-
ternally called "generalised ratio formula". In essence, the three raw signals that
are given as input are scaled such that the signal value for each laser when the
surface is dry is 1, and all other parameters on the equations are free parameters
optimised for the best performance based on a reference data set. The polynomial
fraction seemingly both succeeds in capturing some of the spectral behaviour and
being malleable enough to be optimised.
In mobile road detection this model can suffer from inaccurate dry scaling, since
the absolute signal values are affected by the changing road surface: a patch of road
may induce higher or lower signal values depending on the colour and texture of the
patch. As discussed, this poses somewhat of a fundamental problem to thickness
models, as it is easiest to assume that the dry reflectivity would stay constant.
The model is very frugal both in terms of memory and computation, as it only
requires storing and evaluating the single polynomial. It is thus an effective baseline
for other algorithms: any trade-offs in memory or performance should be offset by
gained performance.
4.4 Physical model
A simple physically inspired model can be constructed from the uniform Lambert
law of absorbency and the physical complications mentioned in section 2.1.2 with
a couple of assumptions, specifically prior knowledge of the dry responses I0 of
potential road surfaces. The gist of the model is to compute the most likely dry
road surface covered by the studied layer while simultaneously computing the most
likely layer thickness. Using the simplest version of the physical situation we can
start with
Ii = I01e
−2lκi , (25)
where the indices i denote the index of the wavelength used. We will add a
uniform scaling factor D for the darkening effect described in Section 2.2.3 and
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rearrange the equation to
I0ie
−2lκiD − Ii = 0. (26)
Now, assuming we have N different known dry values I0n , we can compute the
most likely dry value - layer thickness pair by finding the minimum of the left hand
side of the equation. This naturally assumes the physical behaviour used to be exact
enough to simulate the layer thicknesses reliably, the surface studied to be indeed
one of, or spectrally close to one of the N known dry values, and the closest point
to be the most likely one. Using simple euclidean distance to measure the distance
we would arrive at
minn,l
(
3∑
i=1
(
I0ine
−2lκiD − Ii
)2)
. (27)
By finding the layer thickness and dry reference that minimise the error between
the simulated signal levels and the measured levels we arrive at an estimation of the
layer thickness. By including information on surface temperature, reasonable layer
thickness approximations with mixed water and ice layers are possible.
The main strength of this model is our ability to improve it as our understanding
of the measurement situation improves, and vice versa: it encourages efforts to
further our understanding. For an example, adding a layer thickness dependence to
the parameter D allows to approximate very thin layers more accurately, if we study
the effect enough to reliably model it. In other words, for such a straight-forward
model the process of improvement is clear and intuitive, and encourages deepening
the fundamental understanding of the measurement situation.
The model could also be used simply to pick the dry reference for any other
algorithm that assumes the I0 to be known.
We also attempted adding a function for the roughness of the road, that in
essence eliminates the effect of the definition difference presented in Equation (22).
The roughness is also tied to the road type: allowing for the roughness to be used
as an optimisation parameter would allow for over-optimisation. This brings us to
a roughness function as ρ(l, n), where l is the layer thickness and n the road type.
Then the algorithm would minimise the target function, that is
minn,l
(
3∑
i=1
(
I0ine
−2lκiρ(l,n)D(l)− Ii
)2)
(28)
By choosing easily differentiable functions for ρ andD the computational complexity
of the problem could be reduced.
The main weakness of the model is reliance on the pre-existing dry reference
information: a mismatch of references severely hampers the performance of the
model. Furthermore the relevant reference values depend on the area the sensor
is used in. The same problem holds for the roughness parameter tied to the road
type: the roughness parameter has to be specified for each road type. Since roads in
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different areas differ, creating and maintaining a complete library of all the relevant
road types would be an arduous task.
An interesting solution to this problem outside the scope of this thesis are Self
organising maps (SOMs), also called Kohonen maps, introduced in detail in [5].
The SOM is an unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithm: given data
points, the SOM clusters them into groups with similar properties. In effect, it could
recognise the most common road types for each area, providing the dry reference
information for the physical algorithm. The SOM is very frugal computationally
and memory-wise, as each data point can be updated separately without the need
to store or reteach large data sets. Similar machine learning solutions could be used
to estimate the roughness parameter for each road type, eliminating the task of
manual road quality study. The use of SOM would require a separate algorithm for
assessing whether the observed road is dry.
Another flaw of this approach is the computational expense of the minimisation
process. With mixed layers there are two unknown parameters, rendering the pro-
cess computationally cumbersome. For pure water or ice layers the computation is
considerably cheaper, as the derivative can be computed analytically, and the op-
tima then found by searching for the roots of the new equation, a problem for which
multiple efficient solutions exist, especially given that we can pick and choose easily
differentiable equations for our model.
4.5 Compacted Look-up-table
It is naturally possible to construct a look-up-table (LUT) from the laboratory
measurements. Through careful smoothing, interpolation and extrapolation the
general trends visible in the data can be generalised, avoiding specificity to our
laboratory measurements.
4.5.1 Selecting dimensions
The dimensions chosen define the properties of the look-up-table. For computa-
tional efficiency we will use a two-dimensional LUT: This allows much finer tables
to be used and leads to better generalisation. For an example we can consider the
dimensions { I1
I3
, I2
I3
}. This option is brightness-agnostic: uniform changes to bright-
ness would not cause changes in reported layer thicknesses, following the original
intent of the reference wavelength. Since most of the error sources, namely pavement
colour variation, are highly uniform, this choice of dimensions allows us to ignore
the main source of measurement error.
4.5.2 Interpolation, smoothness and continuity
Since the entirety of the parameter space is not covered by measurements, i.e. we
don’t have all different combinations of layers, some interpolation is required. Also
to ensure sufficient continuity in measurement, the values should be averaged and
smoothed.
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This is achieved by first binning the parameter space. Then the contents of
each bin are averaged. Each bin may contain measurements from several different
pavement types with differing water or ice layers.
Next a weight of 1 is issued to all non-empty bins, while the empty bins have zero
weight. The weights are then smoothed and interpolated by convoluting the weights
with a Gaussian mask. Lastly, a weighed average is computed for each bin using the
newly filtered weights. This way the empty bins are filled with the weighed averages
of the measurements of the nearby bins, and the already filled bins are smoothed.
4.5.3 Updating and modifying the LUT
Perhaps the most notable upside of the LUT is the ease of updating and modifying it:
simply by introducing new values to the data set used to construct it and repeating
the assembly process automatically fits this new information together with the old
measurements.
Similarly ad hoc values are easy to provide: certain areas in the LUT can be
pre-defined as invalid, as certain signal level combinations should not be possible
under normal circumstances. Invalidating values could be useful in e.g. recognising
unreliable measurements, and prompting the user with an error message.
4.6 In situ roughness analysis
Approximate roughness information would be beneficial in linking the several defini-
tions of water depth together, allowing us to approximate the distribution of hp(x).
This would have to be done in real time to allow water measurement correction.
The general state and feasibility of on-board structural analysis is thoroughly
covered in [2]. Most interestingly volumetric roughness definition is shown to be in
good general accordance with surface friction.
To this end the surface structure of Finnish national road 11543, Ylästöntie, was
charted. The road is roughly 5.2 km long, and features 15 distinct road qualities
of different age and wear. The road was chosen for the wide variety of different
road qualities in addition to its location less than a kilometre away from the Vaisala
office. We assumed uniform wear for each visually uniform stretch of the road: this
assumption is most likely slightly flawed, as especially uphill stretches are more worn
than flat portions of the road. This assumption was however chosen to allow a lower
number of distinct road qualities, as the tactile collection method of the data was
rather cumbersome.
Each uniform stretch was analysed in a tactile manner for two qualities: rough-
ness and harshness, as per Figure 12. Both were rated on an index scale from 1 to
5, one being the least rough or harsh, and 5 the most. The analysis was conducted
for both the rut worn by the tires and the section of the road directly between the
two ruts. The section between the ruts is of the same age and material as the ruts,
but much less worn: thus these sections should report much higher roughness and
harshness, ceteris paribus. The map of the road section studied together with the
surface structure is visible in Figure 19.
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The effect of roughness on the reported water amount was then confirmed from
historical measurement data on the same road: the tactile surface structure index is
in general agreement with MORSE reported liquid layer thickness readings: rougher
stretches of road correspond to lower layer thicknesses, just as the theory states. This
could be taken to confirm the validity of the tactile analysis of the road surface to
an extent.
The road was then studied with the MORSE sensor, by driving along the road
recording the raw signal values instead of the processed road weather information.
This process was repeated several times for each stretch of the road, both inside and
outside of ruts. The location along the road was recorded by video to allow splitting
the data according to the different stretches by timestamp.
The raw data was studied with Fourier analysis for high-frequency amplitude
peaks, which we theorised would be connected to changes in surface structure.
We also studied overall variance as a more stable measure. We measured the
variance of the Fourier amplitude peaks of 256 subsequent sample subsets of the
1024 sample raw signal from the raw signal, i.e. for a sample S = (si)1024i=1 we
consider the subsets Sk = (si)k+255i=k to arrive at
V ar⋆(S) =
1
768F(S)n1
768∑
k=1
(F(S)n1 −F(Sk)n2)2 , (29)
where F(◦)n is the nth bin of the discrete Fourier transform, and n2 and n1 are
the corresponding bins in the 256 and 1024 length DFTs respectively. This solution
seems to minimize the effect of the other lasers, but still suffers from harmonics
of the measurement signals. The star notation is used to discern this definition of
relative variance from the standard one.
4.6.1 Friction calculation
Roughness analysis provides another potential application for the sensor: using the
surface structure analysis to create an approximation of pavement friction. This
would be a valuable addition, as the current sensor can only estimate friction de-
pression due to surface layers. In recent years the possibility of deriving friction
estimates from surface structure information has been discussed though the struc-
ture information was derived from chromatic white light measurement [18]. How-
ever, should the MORSE prove capable of roughness analysis, it could both provide
more accurate layer thickness measurements and friction approximations, as surface
structure information could be integrated into the calculation of both.
With minor signal fidelity improvements and suitable heuristics we could hope
to derive friction approximations on the fly [14].
4.6.2 Square wave analysis
Square wave analysis is a potential method for increasing the fidelity of the raw
measurement data. It could prove a valuable tool friction approximation.
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The measurement signal consists mainly of the feedback of the three modulated
laser signals. Due to the modulation, the signals are roughly square waves with
different wavelengths and slightly varying amplitudes. This should not be mistaken
for the wavelengths of the lasers. Fourier analysis is used to study the amplitude of
the specific modulation wavelengths.
Since the signals studied are square waves, classical Fourier analysis is sub-
optimal. It will both underestimate the magnitude of the studied peaks and add
Fourier artefacts at the odd multiples of the frequency of the studied peak. In
essence, the effect of modulation is spread throughout the spectrum. The problem
caused by this is two-fold: the underestimation diminished fidelity, and makes the
signal more susceptible to noise. This lowers measurement accuracy and limits the
thickness that can be accurately measured. Secondly the artefacts contaminate the
higher-frequency noise spectrum, preventing the reliable study of the noise, which
contains information on the road surface structure.
Square wave transform (SWT) provides a solution to this problem. The principle
of operation is the same as in the Fourier transform, but instead of sinusoidal waves
we use square waves as the basis. Square waves do not form a proper orthogonal
basis, but for discrete Fourier transform (DFT) the results are equivalent. The
mathematical basis of the square wave transform is discussed in depth in [24].
We tested two methods for determining the SWT. The so called "Square wave
method" employs a direct approach, representing the fitting of the signal as an N-
by-N matrix equation, where N is the number of intervals fitted. As a linear system
the N values in the time domain can be transformed into the frequency domain with
simple matrix calculus, projecting the values onto the non-orthogonal square basis.
For our case, this is the same N =1024 as discussed before [25].
MC = V (30)
C =M−1V, (31)
where C is a vector containing the SWT-coefficients for different wavelengths and V
is the original values at the N intervals. The matrix of coefficients M is constant,
so it can be pre-inverted for efficiency. Then the only expensive operation is the
matrix multiplication. MATLAB code for this method is readily provided by the
author of [16], so this method is simple to implement. This method however does
not consider the phase of the square wave, and is thus limited in actual use. In
simulated laboratory measurement environment the three lasers can be phase-locked
to eliminate this error completely, so this is a good algorithm for the preliminary
testing conducted in this study. The MORSE sensor however does not feature phase-
locking, so an alternative computational approach is required. The computational
expense of matrix multiplication is quite high, deterring the option to introduce
phase-locking to accommodate this solution.
An all-around superior solution does exist for generic non-orthogonal bases, in-
cluding the square wave. In essence, any periodic function can function as a base, if
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one can construct the Fourier series of said function. For example, the square wave
can be expressed in terms of the sine wave as
sq(ω) = sin(ω) +
sin(3ω)
3
+
sin(5ω)
5
+
sin(7ω)
7
+
sin(9ω)
9
+
sin(11ω)
11
+ ...  
error
(32)
As the Fourier series of the square wave states. By subtracting sq(3ω)
3
from both
sides we arrive at
sq(ω)− sq(3ω)
3
= sin(ω) +
sin(5ω)
5
+
sin(7ω)
7
+
sin(11ω)
11
+
sin(13ω)
13
+ ...  
error
(33)
removing all multiples of three from the equation. If we repeat this for sq(5ω)
5
sq(ω)− sq(3ω)
3
− sq(5ω)
5
= sin(ω) +
sin(7ω)
7
+
sin(11ω)
11
+
sin(13ω)
13
+ ...  
error
(34)
we eliminate once again the largest error term. By continuing this process, we
can eliminate the error, as the coefficients become smaller, and the error is pushed
to higher frequencies. As the frequency is pushed beyond that of the frequency
domain included in the discrete Fourier transform it essentially disappears, as the
higher frequencies are ignored. Thus we can accurately approximate the sinusoidal
basis with square waves, and by substituting the sine waves with their square-wave
approximations arrive at an equivalent square wave decomposition [21].
By applying this process to the sinusoidal base of the Fourier transform we
transform the basis into a square one. More generally, this process functions for
any basis S(x) with a Fourier transform. This is useful, since the signals are not
exactly square waves, due to filtering on the hardware level. Furthermore, the whole
process can be computed in the Fourier domain with low computational cost, the
total cost being roughly on the scale of two FFT’s [22]. As a bonus, the process can
be halted without major complications: we can transform just the lower frequencies
containing the square waves we wish to study with the technique to further lower
the cost.
These techniques allow us to increase the fidelity of our signal, resulting in less
noisy measurements. Perhaps even more importantly they clean the noise spectrum,
allowing us to better analyse the changes not dependent on the laser modulation.
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Figure 19: Map of the tactile surface structure index used in this study. Both
roughness and harshness are measured on an index scale from 1 to 5, from smooth
to rough and harsh to polished.
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5 Results
5.1 Original inaccuracy source, quality and magnitude
As discussed, there are three main error sources: the algorithm, pavement colour
variation and pavement structure variation. First we discuss the errors of the base-
line layer thickness algorithm and then compare those results with the newer solu-
tions. Finally we discuss the auxiliary results.
5.1.1 Pavement structure variation
The error generated by pavement structure variation stems from incongruous defini-
tions of depth. This error is a fundamental property of optical water measurement,
and essentially requires external information to eliminate. We can however create
accurate approximations of its behaviour and magnitude and mitigate the extreme
effects with proper averaging.
Let’s recall the definitions for the centre-line-average water depth and the effec-
tive optical water depth measured by MORSE:
Dw(cla) =
∫ A
hw(
−→x )− hp(−→x )d−→x
||A|| , (21)
Dw(eo) = − 1
2κ
ln
(∫ A
e−2κ(hw(
−→x )−hp(−→x ))d−→x
||A||
)
. (22)
Now consider a road surface with the shape of a square wave with asperity height
ha and uniform base at h = 0, similar in structure to Figure 9. Assume also uniform
water surface location hw. Now trivially the above-aperity depth Dw(aa) = hw−ha,
when hw ≥ ha and 0 elsewhere.
Similarly piece-wise, the centre-line-average depth is now defined as{
Dw(cla) = hw/2 hw ≤ ha
Dw(cla) = hw − ha/2 hw > ha.
(35)
Somewhat less trivially the effective optical depth is then defined as{
Dw(eo) = ln ((1 + e
−2κhw)/2)/2κ hw ≤ ha
Dw(eo) = ln ((e
−2κ(hw−ha) + e−2κhw)/2)/2κ hw > ha.
(36)
Now we can approximate Dw(eo) in terms of Dw(cla). Simply put, the rougher
the road, the longer and further Dw(eo) lags behind for the same absolute amounts
of water. The left panel of Figure 20 illustrates this: the relation between the
two definitions is plotted for three asperity heights, ha = 0, ha = 1.5 and ha =
2.8 to simulate smooth, medium and rough surfaces respectively. In addition an
experimentally derived effective 2κ of 1.33 is used.
To mitigate the worst errors with rough surfaces, we will here normalise the three
different Dw(eo) by scaling them such that the average of the three is equal to the
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Figure 20: Theoretical and measured behaviour of the structural error are in good
general agreement.
Dw(cla). This way we can roughly halve the magnitude of the error. The normalised
Dw(eo) are presented in the right panel of Figure 20.
Most interestingly, Dw(eo) produced by this very simple process offer a satis-
factory match with actual measurement results: the general shape and scale of the
normalised signals resembles the observed behaviour, as displayed by the darker,
thinner lines. This would suggest our general understanding of the phenomenon is
not far off.
According to both our measurements and the simplified simulation, at its the
worst structural variation generates an error of factor 1.5, once mitigated with av-
eraging. This is achieved by optimising the algorithm for average roughness.
As discussed, the impact of this error also depends on the application: when
defining friction, the relevant thickness depends on the surface in a similar manner,
meaning this behaviour could be considered desirable. Secondly, these results are
congruous with the stationary sensors, such as the Vaisala DSC-211, which is good
for integrating the data.
5.1.2 Pavement colour variation
The effect of pavement colour variation on the original algorithm is closely tied to
the colour distribution of dry road surfaces. For the roads studied in the Helsinki
general area, the baseline algorithm produces a layer thickness error of a factor of
approximately 2, assuming a good choice of average dry reference. The distribution
is visualised in Figure 23. This is mainly due to colour variation between different
pavement types and naturally depends on the variety of pavement qualities in the
measurement area. Here we will only consider the studied Helsinki general area.
One interesting finding was that of distinct pavement types presented in Figure
21. At least in the Helsinki general area the main roads fall under three main types
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of road, spectrally speaking. The road types were recognised using an on-board
camera, and the distinct types are on display in Figure 22.
This multimodality is further carried over to the measured layer thicknesses using
the baseline algorithm, as in Figure 23. The simulated effect assumes the original
measurement result to be correct, then recomputes the thicknesses using wrong dry
reference information. As illustrated by the error margins in the figure, the error is
consistently approximately of factor 2, naturally depending on the exact choice of
dry reference, i.e. the middle point of the distribution.
This is an interesting finding in and of itself. Though there may be transitions
between these poles, the poles themselves seem stable enough for use as discrete
approximations of pavement colour.
Figure 21: The spread of the dry measurement values in the Helsinki metropolitan
area, plotted along the mean intensity (I1 + I2 + I3)/3 and the spectral component
I1/I3. The distribution shows three distinct pavement types.
Furthermore the pavement types recognised in the measurement data can be
matched up
Type-internal variation produces a deviation by factor of approximately 1.1, as
illustrated by Figure 23. Thus simply the correct choice of pavement type dimin-
ishes the colour variation error even in mobile measurement as long as the choice
corresponds to the studied pavement.
It is also noteworthy that these two error sources operate independent of one
another, but structure and surface colour themselves are often linked. Through a
simple calculation we would arrive at a combined error of factor 2.25. Unfortunately
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Figure 22: Examples of the three distinct pavement types recognised. On row 1
is type 1, dark, bituminous pavement. Type 2 is dark pavement with exposed
aggregate, and type 3 fair, old pavement. The pavement types seem visually distinct.
the colour and roughness combine in the worst way possible: the darkest surfaces
are in general the smoothest, and the fairer surfaces are the roughest. Respective
examples would be slick bituminous patches and older roads with exposed aggregate.
Thus these extreme errors in computed layer thickness are possible under the baseline
algorithm.
5.1.3 Algorithmic error
Algorithmic error is a catch-all term for errors persistent under optimal conditions:
correct dry reference, a surface of optimal roughness, and otherwise non-faulty sensor
installation.
Much of the algorithmic error is subsumed by the error generated by the surface
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Figure 23: Simulated relative effect of pavement colour variation on the reported
layer thickness values for the baseline algorithm. The profile of the markers denotes
the distribution of values. The distribution is clearly multimodal.
structure: by averaging for optimal average performance, any consistent errors in
the algorithm are also virtually eliminated.
More case-specific errors however persist: performance with mixed layers, re-
sponse to very thin or very thick layers.
5.2 In situ roughness analysis: no results
No reasonable correlation was observed between the presented tactile surface in-
dex and the signal variation. The effects of roughness are seemingly consistently
outweighed by the effects of random measurement noise and pavement colour varia-
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tion: the different pavements differ more in colour than in structure. The additional
fidelity achieved with square wave analysis was not sufficient to combat this.
5.3 New options for thickness algorithm
5.3.1 Pavement-agnostic lookup-table
The pavement colour variation causes primarily uniform intensity noise, as discussed
in Section 2.2.1. It follows that simply studying the relative values of the signals,
that is I1
I3
and I2
I3
, most of the error caused by pavement colour variation can be
suppressed, as the division will eliminate uniform reflectivity changes. This also
effectively reduces the measurement space to two dimensions, as the third dimension
I3
I3
contains no useful information.
This simple solution can be improved upon based on the pavement colour vari-
ation measurements discussed in Section 5.1.2. By combining non-linear prepro-
cessing with principal component analysis 99.69 % of the pavement colour variation
can be captured with the first primary component, which can then be suppressed
similarly as the truly uniform intensity noise.
The resulting two-dimensional measurement space is almost completely orthogo-
nal to the pavement colour variation, so it does not register the colour changes. The
plane could be described as pavement agnostic. Once the effect of pavement colour
variation has been removed, the plane is populated by projecting the reference water
and ice layer measurements onto it.
A computationally low-cost lookup-table is prepared with this knowledge. The
reference measurements from Section 3 are projected onto the pavement-agnostic
plane, which is then evenly divided into a square mesh. A sample of the projected
points is plotted in Figure 24. The average layer thickness for each face is com-
puted, then convoluted with a Gaussian convolution matrix to ensure continuity
and smoothness. For this study we used an 80-by-80 square mesh. The final mea-
surement results can be interpolated from the LUT-values.
Figure 25 illustrates the general performance of the LUT once assembled. Most
notably there is minimal colour variation error: the algorithm is largely pavement-
agnostic, as discussed. The great improvements in mix-layer measurement might be
partially over-fitting of the LUT, as there were only a few measurement series of
mixed water-ice layers. The general performance for both ice and water measure-
ment is slightly worse than the baseline algorithm: removing the susceptibility to
pavement colour variation also limits the sensitivity to layer thickness variation.
There are a couple of algorithmic error sources for this solution. The method
fares poorly with very thin layers, as it fails to capture wetting induced reflectance
depression. In the projected plane the effect overlaps itself, rendering accurate
measurement thereof virtually impossible. The ill effects of the overlap could be
mitigated by subdividing the LUT mesh near dry values, but the overlapping part
itself remains problematic.
The LUT is also very sensitive to base measurement noise in the signal values:
should the noise level higher or lower than in the data be used to construct the LUT,
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Figure 24: Logarithm of the reference measurements projected into the pavement-
agnostic plane. The vertical line corresponds with water measurements and the
diagonal line with ice measurements, while the points in between are mixed layers.
The curve near value 5 is due to measurement noise. The axes are arbitrary axes,
chosen from the plane defined by the first principal component such that all data
are in the positive quarter, and increasing values correspond to increasing layer
thickness.
the results for thicker layers may be wildly inaccurate.
Lastly the LUT performs poorly with ’frosty’ white ice surfaces. While is out-
performs the baseline algorithm, frosty ice surfaces tend to be classified as partly
water, and feature substantial drops in measured ice thicknesses.
Maintaining and updating the LUT is extremely simple: the values of any cell
in the mesh can be manually set to correspond to any given value. The values can
be either results from further laboratory measurements or ad hoc -values. Thus any
consistent error in the LUT is simple and easy to fix, provided the error can be
duplicated in the laboratory, and is not a direct result from the restrictions of the
algorithm previously discussed.
5.3.2 Physical model
The physical model discussed in Section 4.4 did not fare as well. Its performance
was measured only with the tests for water. Since the performance with them was
deemed insufficient, the model was not extended to ice surfaces.
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Figure 25: Performance of the pavement-agnostic lookup-table. The performance of
the new algorithm (black) is compared with that of the old one (grey). Red ticks
denote false readings of water when only ice is present and vice versa, fairer colour
once again reserved for the old algorithm.
If we once again recall the equation we used to compute the thicknesses:
minn,l
(
3∑
i=1
(
I0ine
−2lκiρ(l)D(l)− Ii
)2)
(28)
.
As the first attempts with this formula proved highly unstable, some slight mod-
ifications to the parameters were made, while the physical basis of the model re-
mained the same.
As an attempt to better capture the pavement structure we changed ρ(L) from
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Figure 26: Water layer performance for the physical model struggles with high
asperity samples and 1.3mm depth.
the basic square wave to a sawtooth wave with intervals. Interestingly, this 2-
dimensional waveform corresponds with evenly spaced hemispheres in three dimen-
sions, i.e. the height distribution of a hemisphere is linear. This is perhaps a more
accurate approximation of the pavement surface, specifically the typical abstraction
of asperities. By integrating the depth with the correct extinction coefficient for
each wavelength we can more accurately approximate the absorption.
Secondly, a constant parameter Ib was added to represent the lowest measurable
intensity: even when measuring an effectively bottomless container of water, a small
non-zero intensity is attained, as the light bounces off of the water surface. This
was approximated as roughly one thousandth of the original intensity I0i for each
wavelength. By accounting for this slight inaccuracy we can more accurately report
thick layers.
However,with these adjustments the model still struggles with just the water
layers, even with the prior knowledge of absence of ice. The most visible issues are
under and subsequently overestimating water layers on high asperity surfaces, and
notable unwieldiness in the 1.3 mm region, as is apparent from Figure 26.
The performance is actually quite good for the medium and low asperity samples,
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outperforming both the baseline model and the model presented in the previous
section: the method shows some promise. It however does not capture the high
asperity behaviour.
Since the model can’t accurately backwards compute just the water layers, it
will definitely also fail when further optimisation parameters are added, making the
task increasingly more complex. Thus the physical mode was deemed unsuccessful,
and not implemented further.
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6 Discussion
This work set out to better understand and develop mobile road weather measure-
ment. In retrospect the practical part of the work was larger than expected, as the
field has not yet fully matured: there is no wide consensus on the best practices on
water layer measurement on pavement surfaces.
The basic physics discussed form a solid foundation for future discussion on the
subject, enabling more in depth understanding of e.g. the importance of pavement
structure for optical road weather measurement. This is a benefit for the entire field
of commercial road weather measurement.
6.1 Pavement-agnostic model
The pavement agnostic look-up-table achieved its goals: it is very robust against
pavement colour variation with little to no compromise required on either best case
performance or structure variation. Due to the dimensionality reduction the table
is also small enough to fit in memory and light to operate.
6.1.1 Limitations
The model fares poorly with different pavement structures, even more so than the
baseline model. This is somewhat expected, as removing one dimension does remove
a sizeable amount of information.
There may also be an additional cost in robustness to other error sources. The
model might be more susceptible to error due to e.g. window dirtiness. In general
it is more vulnerable to spectral error while mostly ignoring intensity error. For
the specific application of mobile measurement this is however likely an acceptable
trade-off.
6.2 Shortcomings the physical model
Despite our best efforts the physical model does not ultimately capture the behaviour
of the signals. The performance is however still remarkable: for the low-to-medium
asperity size the model performs quite well, suggesting the absorption equations do
hold up rather well. While the model itself might not be suitable for the application,
it does shed light on the phenomenon, increasing our general understanding.
Specifically, its failures pose an interesting question: what phenomena are we
missing? The current known unknowns might pose interesting questions for future
research. Since the in-depth study of these phenomena is out of the scope of this
work, we naturally can’t conclude that they are the reason behind the poor perfor-
mance.
6.2.1 Co-dependent parameters
We did not account for wavelength-dependency in the wetting induced reflectance
depression parameter D(l), or its relation to roughness. While Section 5.1.1 pre-
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sented some results, the simplified square-wave model did not capture the full truth:
the link between roughness, reflectance depression and spectral variation is more
complex than what we hoped for: especially the roughness and signal depression
seem to interact in ways our model did not capture. Thus the minimising equation
has a strong tendency for error for different types of pavement – not succeeding in
its sole task of capturing this difference.
A link between roughness and wetting is also easy to imagine: it might take a
different amount of water to wet a rougher surface with more surface area. Wet-
ting seemed to differ between the samples studied, but as we only housed a handful
of samples, implementing a co-dependency would have been rather irresponsible:
at this point we can claim no real understanding of the phenomenon in road con-
text. Finding any trend in the few samples we had would be highly vulnerable to
overfitting.
Secondly, we know for certain that the wetting induced signal depression is not
wavelength-invariant, as the model assumed. As of now we however do not have a
resounding explanation for the spectral changes observed during wetting but before
layer build-up, so no feature could be implemented in the physical model. The basic
theory discussed in Section 2.2.3 does roughly explain the scale of the overall signal
decrease, but does not account for the scale of the spectral component. Even though
the Fresnel equation features slight wavelength dependence, as the refraction indices
vary for different wavelengths, the effect is not as large as that observed.
6.2.2 Pavement structure oversimplified
Similarly suspect is the simplification used for pavement structure variation. We
used simply linear scaling of the distribution, i.e. rougher pavement was modelled
just as scaled smoother pavement. In reality, pavements feature differing size distri-
butions, and a single scaling parameter for average asperity size is not sufficient as
such.
Most likely by making the length of the saw-tooth tail, i.e. the asperity den-
sity, and the asperity height adjustable the model could more accurately capture
rougher pavements. The asperities on rougher pavements are wider than they are
tall, and are relatively more densely packed than those on smoother pavements.
This would add two additional parameters, which would likely over-complicate the
computation. Another solution would be to include a roughness-harshness model
with two different asperity sizes interacting. We could link these parameters with
the different pavement types identified, as dark pavements often feature smaller as-
perities and the fairer pavements larger, more polished asperities. This way we could
avoid increasing the number of optimisation parameters and the complexity of the
problem.
Pairing the pavement colour profiles with the structure variables will however
require more measurements with numerous samples. As we were in this work study-
ing but a handful of samples in the laboratory, assigning structural values would be
highly vulnerable to over-fitting, once again.
If allowed to speculate, this could be identified as the most likely reason for the
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poor performance of the physical model, as it specifically struggled with the asperity
size.
6.2.3 More complex model
By updating the equation to account for dependencies on interaction, wavelength
and pavement-type specific roughness functions, we would get a more complex equa-
tion
minn,l
(
3∑
i=1
(
I0ine
−2lκiρn(l,i)D(l, i, ρ)− Ii
)2)
, (37)
which might result in more accurate road state measurement after sufficient
study. In this work we have however not studied the spectral component of either
of the phenomena, so studying this model is decidedly out of the scope of this work.
The complexity of the equation also naturally increases with additional param-
eters. Our understanding of the issue at the time of writing is not sufficient to
account for these parameters and their interaction in a robust, physical manner.
6.2.4 Computational costliness
The current version of the physical algorithm uses the discussed Nelder-Mead algo-
rithm to find a local minimum for the optimisation. This requires numerous iter-
ations and is ultimately rather cumbersome to compute, especially if the different
pavement qualities were added, multiplying the required computation.
The cost could be alleviated by using gradient descent methods. The functions
used are all differentiable in closed form, so more efficient methods are available.
However as the model was not finalised, these options were not studied. Due to their
iterative nature, they might still prove too cumbersome for the mobile application,
especially once the number of parameters increases.
6.3 In situ roughness analysis
As discussed, the changes in pavement colour outweigh any effect the changing
measurement distance has: the pavement structure and colour are codependent
always change together, contaminating any structure measurement. Thus it most
likely is not possible to directly measure pavement roughness from the measurement
signal.
The square wave analysis did ultimately little to help this, as the issue was not
the signal-to-noise-ratio of our measurement.
Indirect approximation might however be possible: the structure and coloration
correlate. By using the pavement-agnostic dimensions to compute the layer thick-
nesses, it is possible to approximate the effect the layer in question would have on
the third dimension, now discarded. Through backwards-computation one could
then arrive at an estimate of the dry colour of the pavement, which correlates with
the roughness, as presented in Figure 22.
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This is however a data heavy process, as one would have to quantify the link
between pavement colour and structure. Our current set of laboratory samples is
woefully insufficient for such a task, but they are the only samples we have reliable
roughness estimates on currently.
6.4 High quality reference measurements
Somewhat surprisingly the advances in water layer measurement on road surfaces
might be the most valuable result of this work. The current methods used are varied
and often ill-defined or ill-suited for the application: even modern research sacrifices
little thought to rigorous definition of layer thickness. The combination of dual-
reference measurement and passive layer manipulation through evaporation offers
remarkably accurate reference data though it may not be suited for all measurement
situations. The definition of thickness need not be strictly defined when using this
measurement setup: as one has both the information for Dw(aa) and Dw(ie), either
one or any combination of them can be used.
Secondly the importance of thin layers is seemingly oft overlooked: The effect a
0.1mm layer has on the road surface is counter-intuitive. Especially when defining
depth as the above-asperity depth, a road surface with 0.1mm of water is basically
flooding. Especially in the case of ice, the thickness is rather unimportant: even a
thin layer of wet, slippery ice can cause near complete loss of friction [10].
The reason for ignoring the thinner layers could be both due to intuition and
practicality. As one would intuitively expect their effect on friction on to be negli-
gible, and they are very hard to produce through active manipulation, leaving them
out is a compelling option.
6.5 Future research required in pavement structure
As our understanding of the effects of pavement structure progresses, we can achieve
ever more accurate road weather information. The structure is the largest remaining
source of error, so tackling it is the logical next step.
A competitor of Vaisala in the road measurement field previously claimed to have
developed technology that "automatically adjusts the recording of the conditions to
the surface structure", but there is no more mention of it in the manual [15]. This
may hint at a fundamental scope problem in pavement measurement: globally there
are a vast number of different types of pavements, and correcting for approximated
pavement quality may actually result in less reliable measurements. As these devices
are used to prevent loss of life, it follows that unreliable measurements may risk lives.
This is a reason why we were reluctant to draw roughness conclusions from our
relatively small number of pavement samples: not only would the result generalise
poorly, but it could endanger lives doing so.
Better understanding the effect of pavement structure on optical measurement
could be a fruitful subject for future research even outside the corporate domain.
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7 Conclusion
The beginning and basis of this work was the design of the laboratory measurements
of layer thickness. The work done in the laboratory proved to be more valuable than
anticipated: we were able to link and discuss the different definitions of thickness,
and produce high-quality reference measurements. The methods presented are of
value to future research in the field, useful for standardising and comparing optical
road measurement performance.
The simple pavement-agnostic LUT model presented leverages the measurements
both in and outside of the laboratory to a great degree. The model successfully
eliminates the effect of road colour changes in mobile measurement with acceptable
trade-offs in performance when compared with the baseline model. The model is
also computationally light enough to be ran in the rapid measurement cycle of the
MORSE sensor.
In addition to practical measurements, we also presented a simple physical model
of the optics of road weather measurement, going over the basics physics of the
situation. This has both deepened our understanding on the subject and led to the
backwards computation physical layer thickness model.
The physical layer thickness model however struggles with surface structure, sug-
gesting or understanding on the subject is lacking. Similarly the on board structure
analysis bore no fruit, as analysing the surface structure proved itself an issue more
complex than expected. This raises a call for future research into the surface struc-
ture. By developing heuristics for approximating height distribution of different
pavement qualities and approximating their effect on the optical road weather mea-
surements we could achieve better performance in any and all of the discussed layer
thickness models.
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